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after the beginning of the season slow, champion Anthony · Davies began to put more experience on the New Orleans home court, in
his last 7 games, "his brother" averaged 14 points and 9 rebounds, and two of the data than him since the start of field data is much
higher. In the Hornets and Orlando magic competition, Anthony ·, Davies played very well, scoring 17 points, 15 rebounds and 4
blocks, three data are the highest in the team. In the game, "heavy" wearing a pair of wasp Nike Lunar Hyperdunk PE home court
color blue, green and gold in white color collocation Hornets style. 

Barbour is the British royal clothing brand, brand products focus on outdoor, functional and durability. Barbour has been low-key for
years, and has rarely worked with other brands. Today, Barbour teamed up with the regional brand Vans California, the regional
brand Vans, and conducted a cross-border cooperation between the Royal and the streets. This is to recommend the Barbour x
Vans California Series in one, the Era Wingtip Vans's classic Era modeled, designers will be two brand signature design together
into one, the waffle Vans soles; Barbour sign of waterproof cloth, the appearance of the pattern in addition, the design of Barbour;
using carved elements also cater to the Barbour from the British brand common gentleman style. Today, this royal masterpiece has
been set up for sale in Vans stores, and interested friends should pay attention to it. 
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